CO LLEC TIO N S YS T E M S

Grease Control

Concentrated
formula—
use less
product!

Quickly dissolve
grease, fats
and oils!
NPE free!

Odor Ban with
Degreasers
• Deodorize and degrease
at the same time
• Choose from orange or
pine formulas

Drain Cleaners
• Choose between orange
or pine scents
• Will not disrupt bacterial action
USABlueBook drain cleaners
quickly dissolve grease, fats,
oils and other organic debris
to keep drains free flowing. Use
them to clean and deodorize grease
traps, septic systems, sewer lines, lift
stations and any other problem areas in your
system or around the plant. Bacterial action will not be disrupted.
These cleaners are formulated either with 50% d-Limonene (citrus
orange derivative) or 40% Dipentene (pine derivative). Each is blended
with grease-stripping solvents and emulsifying agents—making them
excellent alternatives to hazardous acids or caustic drain cleaners.
They are completely free of NPEs (nonylphenol ethoxylates), which
have been shown to negatively impact the environment.
Shipping: 30- and 55-gallon drums and quantities of 5+ in smaller
sizes ship motor freight.
SIZE/PACKAGING
(4) 1-Gallon Bottles
5-Gallon Pail
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum

ORANGE		PINE
STOCK #
EACH
STOCK #
51995
$
85860
51996
85861
51997
85862
51998
85863

EACH
$

Odor Ban is a powerful
odor-neutralizing degreaser
that actually eliminates—
not just masks—objectionable
odors. Odor Ban quickly and
effectively dissolves fats, oils
and greases, which allows the
liquefied grease to flush into
the treatment plant for disposal.

NPE free!

Apply easily by pouring or dripping into sewers, lift stations, manholes
and waste streams. It’s so effective that just a few parts per million
quickly strips the heaviest of grease accumulations.
Choose from two Odor Ban formulas: 85% d-Limonene (orange)
or 90% Dipentene (pine). These active ingredients, along with
emulsifying agents, will leave behind a natural orange or pine scent.
Shipping: 30- and 55-gallon drums and quantities of 5+ in smaller
sizes ship motor freight.
SIZE/PACKAGING
(4) 1-Gallon Bottles
5-Gallon Pail
30-Gallon Drum
55-Gallon Drum

ORANGE SCENT		
STOCK #
EACH
51991
$
51992
51993
51994

PINE SCENT
STOCK #
85864
85865
85866
85867

Dosage Schedule

Dosage Schedule
Use from 1 to 5 gallons of drain cleaner per 250,000 gallons of
sewage, depending upon application.

To degrease lift stations, wet wells, sewer mains, drains and traps,
use 3 gallons per 250,000 gallons of sewage. Some situations could
call for as little as 1 gallon or as much as 5 gallons per 250,000
gallons. To deodorize aerators, digesters, filters, drying beds, dumps
and landfills, dilute 1:50 with water and spray liberally over the
odor-causing surface.

Need to jet your sewer lines?
See pages 242-255 for a wide selection of

Jetting Machines, Tools & Accessories.
228

EACH
$

Let us track down the hard-to-find items you need for your operation.

